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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

FRESHMAN

Senior English (1)

SOPHOMORE JUNIOR SENIOR

English 9 (1)English English 11 (1)English 10 (1)

Mathematics Algebra I (1) Algebra II (1)Geometry (1) Statistics (1)

Biology (0.33)
Chemistry (0.33)
Physics (0.33)

Biology (0.33)
Chemistry (0.33)
Physics (0.33)

Biology (0.33)
Chemistry (0.33)
Physics (0.33)

Advanced Physics(1)Science 

Social Studies
European History (1)
Khmer Culture History
(1)

Global Affairs (1)
American
Experience (1) American History B (1)

World Language
Chinese I (1)
Chinese II (1)

Chinese I (1)
Chinese II (1)

Chinese I (1)
Chinese II (1)

Chinese I (1)
Chinese II (1)

Wellness
Phys. Ed 9 (0.5)
Health/Wellness 9
(0.25)

Art (1)Art

Civil Engineering (1)STEAM Robotics (1)

Art (1) Art (1) Art (1)

Robotics (1) Forms & Space (1)

1 book per year, approved
by library,  with evidence
of reading by report,
presentation, or book club
participation.

Library Reading

Community Service 8 hours services 10 hours services 12 hours services6 hours services

Capstone Project
Capstone Project to
be presented in a
public forum 

Minimum of 24 credits requirement to graduate. 

*All subjects are CP Level (College Preparatory).

English, Maths & Social Studies require 4 credits
for graduation.

Science requires 4 credits for graduation. All 3
Sciences (Biology, Chemistry & Physics) and Lab
Sciences with three-year sequence continuing.
Physics in Senior year.

World Language - At least 2 credits ( 2 years
consequence)

Electives - At least 3.5 credits, more
recommended, course selection depending
on focus.

STEAM - At least 2 credits, more
recommended, course selection depending
on focus.

Fine Art - 1 credit required

Library Reading - 1 book per year as a
requirement

Capstone Project - Senior year

Phys. Ed 9 (0.5)
Health/Wellness 9
(0.25)

1 book per year, approved
by library,  with evidence
of reading by report,
presentation, or book club
participation.

1 book per year, approved
by library,  with evidence
of reading by report,
presentation, or book club
participation.

1 book per year, approved
by library,  with evidence
of reading by report,
presentation, or book club
participation.

Phys. Ed 9 (0.5)
Health/Wellness 9
(0.25)
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MATHEMATICS

1

Algebra I CP (College Prep) 

Algebra 1 presents the elementary skills
and concepts necessary to continue in
college-level mathematics. Major topics
covered are properties, equations and
inequalities, polynomial expressions,
graphing, development of the real
number system including radicals, and
terminating with the study of quadratic
equations. Applications of algebraic
principles are included, with emphasis
placed on problem-solving techniques.
Instructional units in the course are
aligned to state and national mathematics
performance standards (United States). 

 

Geometry CP

This course investigates the properties
and theorems of Euclidean Geometry.
Properties of polygons, space figures, and
circles are developed, as well as general
principles of congruence. An integrated
approach is used to link geometry with
algebra. Instructional units in the course
are aligned to state and national
mathematics performance standards
(United States). 

Algebra II CP 

This course begins with a review of the
concepts introduced in Algebra 1 and
continues with further development of
algebraic skills and concepts. The course
also includes topics in discrete
mathematics. Emphasis is placed on
working with quadratics and higher-
degree expressions, equations, and
inequalities. Instructional units in the
course are aligned to state and national
mathematics performance standards
(United States). 

Statistics CP

Students will learn basic statistical
methods using software to create and
explain graphs and curves from data sets.
Emphasis will be placed on
comprehending and explaining statistical
phenomena, with a focus on real-world
problems. Students will create research
projects and collect data to answer
questions of interest by applying
knowledge gained in the course.



SCIENCE
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Physics CP 

In Conceptual Physics, students explore
mechanics including motion, forces, and
energy. An emphasis is placed on the
hands-on investigation of Physics
principles. At the Standard Level,
relationships between velocity,
acceleration, forces, and energy are
developed through laboratory
experiences. Scientific Practice skills are
assessed through formal lab reports
(digital labs) and performance objectives.
Conceptual Physics is considered a lab
science. 

Chemistry CP

The objective in chemistry is for students
to investigate the properties of atoms,
chemical bonding, and chemical
reactions. Students develop conceptual
aptitude in the chemical sciences through
scientific inquiry (laboratory activities).
Students will develop their skills in
problem-solving, scientific reasoning, and
communication by writing formal
laboratory reports. Chemistry at the CP or
Honors level is considered a lab science. 

Biology CP 

Biology encompasses coursework in the
following content standards: Structure
and Function, Inheritance and Variation,
Matter and Energy in Organisms and
Ecosystems, Interdependent Relationships
in Ecosystems, Natural Selection and
Evolution, and Scientific Practices. The
use of the environmental surroundings
and technology serve to enhance students’
progress toward meeting the course
standards. Biology at the CP level is
considered a lab science. 



SOCIAL STUDIES
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Global Affairs CP 

To maintain peace in the world, today’s
nations must cooperate and trade, which
is why accepting and conceding differing
national interests is imperative. In support
of this premise, students will learn how
their own political system compares to
that of others. The overriding question is
why are they different? This requires an
understanding of geography and
traditional cultures, as well as how those
cultures have been influenced by world
events, especially since the advent of the
Columbian Exchange. 

The American Experiment CP

This course will open a window to the
Western mindset through study of United
States political, economic, and social
development from British colonization
(1608) to the present day. The United
States is relatively new on the world stage
of nations, yet it quickly became and
remains one of its dominant forces. This
quick ascent is both the consequence and
origin of a unique mindset that has had
both positive and negative global
influence. Understanding the American
mindset and perspective is simply one
example of how the study of History helps
us, as individuals, to navigate an
increasingly complex and interconnected
global environment. History of Western Civilization: Europe

in the Modern Age CP 

This is a two-semester
chronological/thematic survey of
European History from the so-called
Early Modern Period (traditionally dated
from the start of the Age of Exploration, c.
1450) to the present. It will acquaint
students with the events, themes, and
problems of Modern European History. 
 
The course stresses analytical thought,
research and study skills; social science
concepts in history, political science,
geography, and economics; as well as
major interpretive trends and basic factual
knowledge. Although the recall is
essential, equally important is the
student's ability to weigh evidence,
employ critical thinking and form
reasonable judgments.

Khmer History and Culture

This course explores the ancient
foundations of Khmer/Cambodian society
and how the history of Cambodia has
shaped modern Cambodia. The course
will begin with a study of Pre-Angkorian
and Angkorian Cambodia, including the
Indian/Hindu and Chinese influences on
Cambodian/Khmer society. The course
follows through to the post-Angkorian
period then Vietnamese occupation.
Finally, the course will discuss current
Cambodian politics and culture.
Throughout, we will consider the role of
Buddhism and traditional religious and
cultural beliefs in shaping Cambodian
politics and daily life.



ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
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English I CP 

This course is based on writing standards such
as Writing and Expression, English
Conventions, and Research and Citation
Procedures, which are assessed through rough
drafts, editing, revision of essays, and creative
writing. The standard of Reading and Culture
is assessed through the study of the genres of
fiction, drama, and poetry. Authors at this
level include not only classical authors such as
Homer, Dickens, and Shakespeare but also
cross-cultural contemporary authors selected
by the teacher. CP English I provides a basis
for subsequent levels of English study and is
intended for those students planning to attend
a four-year college. 

English II CP

Similar to English I, English II is based on
writing standards such as Writing and
Expression, English Conventions, and
Research and Citation Procedures, which are
assessed through rough drafts, editing,
revision of essays, and creative writing. The
standard of Reading and Culture is assessed
through the study of the genres of fiction,
drama, and poetry. Authors at this level
include not only authors such as Knowles and
Twain but also cross-cultural contemporary
authors selected by the teacher. CP English II
provides a basis for subsequent levels of
English study and is intended for those
students planning to attend a two or four-year
college.

English III CP 

Literature, art, politics, and religion find their
earliest roots in the broad oral tradition of
storytelling. Long before the Medieval bard,
humans were drawn to stories of creation and
adventure. Myths have served a variety of
critical roles throughout our history. From
memorializing historical events to explaining
the bizarre natural world around us, we seek
to understand the human condition through
our myths. The class will explore a variety of
cultures: from the traditional myths of
Greece, Rome, and Egypt to the folklores of
Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Americas
(including our local Abenakis). The course will
draw on a variety of anthologies, reimagined
fairy tales, and works of literature, such as the
Aeneid, Grimm’s Fairy Tales, The Legend of
Sigurd, and Grudún and Ichiro. Reading,
research writing, creative writing, and other
forms of creative expression are integral to
this course. 

 Research/Analytical Writing
Journalism in the 21st Century
Multi-media as Literature
Creative Writing
The opinion piece

English IV CP: Multiple Medium

Writing, as well as other forms of medium,
takes multiple forms depending on who the
author’s audience is. News journalists, fiction
and non-fiction writers, as well as filmmakers,
weave their craft in ways that appeal to the
reader. Some authors are appealing to the
reader's own imagination while others are
providing analysis of an issue. All are
attempting to tap the human psyche to emit
an emotional response. Students of this class
will author their own work and by doing so
will, not only examine the different forms of
medium but also understand why people are
drawn to some forms and not others. Forms
of Medium include:



WORLD LANGUAGE
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Chinese I CP 

This introductory course engages students
in language learning that includes:
Mastering common vocabulary terms and
phrases, comprehending a wide range of
grammar patterns, participating in simple
conversations, responding appropriately
to basic conversational prompts, and
finally, generating language by
incorporating basic vocabulary and
grammar patterns. 

Chinese II CP 

Building on what’s taught in Chinese I,
this class is divided into several parts.
Chinese Characters are taught according
to the character formation system. Once
the students have a good grasp of radicals
and simple characters they will be able to
analyze most of the compound characters
they encounter. Grammar and sentence
structures are explained in note form and
students are expected to use correct
grammar and compound sentence
structures in both oral and written form to
communicate when their overall level of
proficiency. The speaking practice
involves students using Chinese to
communicate their thoughts
spontaneously in real-life situations with
accuracy and fluency.



ART
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Art & Design CP 

Art & Design encourages a range of skills,
stimulates aesthetic awareness,
knowledge, and critical understanding of
art, and provides opportunities for
learners to develop a range of skills.
Crucially, a personal and independent
perspective is encouraged at all times.
This course has been designed to offer a
broad choice of media and approaches so
that students can produce a personal
response and schools can play to their
strengths in terms of staff expertise and
interests. The broad areas of study are
Painting and related media, Printmaking,
Three-dimensional design, Photography
and Digital media, and Graphic
communication. 

Art History CP 

Art History emphasizes a deep conceptual
understanding of art historical concepts.
Students will develop the essential skills of
visual and contextual analysis. By
examining works of art from diverse
cultures and the relationships among
these works, students develop an
understanding of global artistic traditions.
Students analyze works of art in their
contexts, considering issues of patronage,
gender, politics, religion, and ethnicity.
The interpretation of the work of art is
based upon its intended use, audience,
and the role of the artist and the work of
art in its particular society. Students will
expand their knowledge of history,
geography, politics, religion, languages,
and literature as they explore the story of
people as told through the art they
created. 



WELLNESS
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Health

This course offers a broad selection of
health-related topics to meet the needs,
interests, and backgrounds of all students.
Topics include wellness, stress
management, sexual harassment,
domestic violence, CPR, best practices
(sexuality), nutrition and eating disorders. 

Physical Education (PE)

Physical education activity units are
designed to provide students with
opportunities to acquire fundamental
skills and knowledge of rules, strategies,
and principles of movement. Instruction
and participation in team sports satisfy
the immediate needs and interests of the
students. In addition, their future needs
are anticipated and planned for through
the teaching of lifetime activities.
Activities could include fitness
assessments, archery, badminton, floor
hockey, ultimate frisbee, tchoukball,
volleyball, and pickle-ball. 



STEAM
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Civil Engineering CP 

Civil engineering helps shape modern
society by designing, planning, and
managing the construction of complex
infrastructures such as bridges, roadways,
and commercial buildings. In the near
future, the role of civil engineers will
involve more than the application of
technical skills and engineering principles.
In a STEAM program, the objective is to a)
Teach students how to apply civil
engineering practices b) Provide students
with an appreciation for the civil
engineering profession c) Provide
students with an awareness and
appreciation of the different types of
projects that civil engineers undertake. d)
Introduce the principles of sustainability
within the construction industry and
provide cases studies to illustrate good
practice e) Introduce students to the
concepts of the structural form (a bridge
in this case) and its role in civil
engineering design f) Introduce students
to graphics communications for civil
engineers, including freehand sketching
and/or computer-aided design (CAD). g)
Help students to develop their skills in
problem solving and communication. 

Space and Forms CP

This course explores the reciprocal
relationships between art, mathematics,
geometry, and psychology, focusing on
visualization and perception through the
lens of design. More specifically in this
course, students will explore
methodologies for design research and
major aspects concerning the study of form
and space in order to produce and control
two- and three-dimensional
representations, expressing the application
of basic ordering principles. Students will
then examine how the ability to control
certain geometric rules and diagrams can
influence design thinking, and vice versa,
as they collaborate on design solutions to
solve self-determined goals.

Robotics CP 

This course introduces students to basic
robotics programming and electronics
through hands-on activities with the
VEXcode VR platform and Arduino kits. In
term 1, students will learn and practice
computational thinking and coding (project
flow, loops, conditionals, algorithms) using
VEXcode VR and engaging in robotics-
based activities. In term 2, students will
develop proficiency in building electronic
circuits, reading and drawing schematic
diagrams, and writing code in Arduino’s
IDE software language. An understanding
of the equipment and programming is
developed through using online simulator
platforms and laboratory experiments.
Scientific practices are assessed through
formal lab reports and team presentations.


